
Aldborough Primary School
Topic: Plants Year: 3 Strand: Science

Key Ideas
∑ Flowering plants all have roots, 

stem/trunk, leaves and flowers – these 
each have a different job.

∑ Plants need: air, light, water, nutrients 
from soil, and room to grow for life and 
growth – these vary from plant to plant

Important things to know/find out
∑ the way in which water is transported 

within plants:
∑ the part that flowers play in the life 

cycle of flowering plants, including 
pollination, seed formation and seed 
dispersal

Vocabulary
Stem/trunk, leaves, flowers, air, light, 
warmth, growth, transported, pollination, 
seed formation, seed dispersal.

Questions to consider
∑ What do the different parts of a 

flowering plant do?
∑ What conditions do plants need to live 

and grow?
∑ How is water transported within plants?
∑ Describe the life cycle of flowering 

plants.
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Aldborough Primary School
Topic: Animals including Humans Year: 3 Strand: Science

Key Ideas
∑ animals, including humans, need the 

right types and amount of nutrition, 
∑ animals cannot make their own food; 

they get nutrition from what they eat
∑ humans and some other animals have 

skeletons and  muscles for support, 
protection and movement

∑ describe the simple functions of the 
basic parts of the digestive system  in 
humans

∑ identify the different types of teeth in 
humans and their simple functions

Important things to know/find out
• the main body parts 

associated with the 
skeleton and muscles

• that different parts of the 
body have special 
functions

• How do skeletons 
support and protect us?

∑ How do skeletons help us 
move?

Vocabulary
Energy, starch, food groups, diet, balanced 
diet, healthy/unhealthy, carnivore, 
herbivore, omnivore, deficiency, vitamin, 
skeleton, vertebrate, invertebrate, skull, 
spine (backbone), ribs, x-ray, muscle, 
contract, relax.

Questions to consider
∑ How do animals get nutrition?
∑ Why is it important to eat food from 

different food groups?
∑ What would happen to an animal if it 

didn’t have a skeleton?
∑ How does the digestive system work?
∑ Why are teeth different?
∑ How does the angle that your 

elbow/knee is bent affect the 
circumference of your upper arm/thigh?

∑ Why do different types of vitamins 
keep us healthy and which foods can 
we find them in?

∑ Do males have larger skulls than 
females?
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Aldborough Primary School
Topic: Rocks Year: 3 Strand: Science

Key Ideas
∑ that rocks can be compared and 

grouped together  by appearance and 
physical properties

∑ that fossils are formed when things that 
have lived are trapped within rock

∑ that soils are made from  rocks and 
organic matter

Important things to know/find out
∑ look at different fossils and consider 

how they have formed
∑ find out what happens when rocks are 

rubbed together
∑ are there any changes when rocks are 

put in water?

Vocabulary
Properties of rock (waterproof, hard, 
strong, smooth), particles, molten, 
igneous-granite and slate, sedimentary-
limestone, sandstone and chalk, fossils, 
organic matter.

Questions to consider
∑ How can you compare different rocks?
∑ How are fossils formed?
∑ How are soils made?
∑ Who was Mary Anning and what did 

she discover?
∑ How does adding different amounts of 

sand to soil affect how quickly water 
drains through it?

∑ Is there a pattern in where we find 
volcanoes on planet Earth?

∑ How does tumbling change rock over 
time?
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Aldborough Primary School
Topic: Light Year: 3 Strand: Science

Key Ideas
∑ light is needed  to see things 
∑ dark is the absence of light
∑ light is reflected from surfaces
∑ light from the sun can be dangerous 
∑ there are ways to protect your eyes 

from the sun
∑ shadows are formed when the light 

from a light source is blocked by an 
opaque object

∑ the size of shadows change

Important things to know/find out
∑ what happens when light reflects off a 

mirror or other reflective surfaces? 
∑ examine and measure shadows.  Light 

travels in straight lines

Vocabulary
Reflect, shiny, opaque (does not let light 
pass through), transparent (lets all light 
through), translucent (some light), 
materials, shadows, darkened area.

Questions to consider
∑ What do we need to see things?
∑ Why is it important to protect our eyes 

from the sun?
∑ How are shadows formed?
∑ Why do the shape and size of shadows 

change?
∑ Is the sun the same brightness all day?
∑ When is our classroom the darkest?  

(winter summer)
∑ How does the sun make light?
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Aldborough Primary School
Topic: Forces and Magnets Year: 3 Strand: Science

Key Ideas
∑ consider how things move on different 

surfaces
∑ some forces need contact between 2 

objects
∑ magnetic forces can act at a distance
∑ magnets attract or repel each other 
∑ magnets attract some materials and not 

others
∑ magnets as having 2 poles
∑ Forces are invisible they can hold 

things still, make things accelerate, 
slow down, and change direction.

Important things to know/find out
∑ Which materials are attracted to a 

magnet?
∑ predict whether 2 magnets will attract 

or repel each other, depending on which 
poles are facing

Vocabulary
Friction, Earth’s gravity, push /pull, 
magnetism, up-thrust, forces, attract/repel, 
magnetic poles (north and south), strength, 
data, table, conclusion, fair test, prediction, 
magnetic/non-magnetic, materials, mass.

Questions to consider
∑ Can you name some different forces?
∑ Can you think of examples of these 

forces?
∑ Can you think of some magnetic and 

non-magnetic materials?
∑ How are magnets useful in everyday 

life?
∑ How does the mass of an object affect 

how much force is needed to make it 
move?

∑ Does the size and shape of a magnet 
effect how strong it is?
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